For us, a-Vitruvians from Southern Italy, the several plans for an Independent Life are just a mere theory or observation of remote situations, and not only in geographical terms. In Campania, the Regional Law 11/2007 "For a dignity and a social citizenship", is not actually put into practice, although there is a clear reference to the legal concept of executability. It is a contradiction both in terms and substance where no one intervenes, besides the heavy amount of funding, for supporting this law, makes clearly understood that this is just a hoax against us, in total silence. We would like Government and Parliament finally give us some adequate answers about the matter, where there were rigor and fairness. We want a proper reform of our welfare state focusing and moving toward an universal general spending review, which would see "about us" where, how and how much they spend. In short, we need a spending review theme, where politicians have to redesign weights and measures.

As for EU role among Parliament, Commission, and ECB, we need a consistent change in terms of continuity between economic matter and social one. It is necessary to check what and how public spending produces in correlation to development and wellbeing, otherwise “there is growing without developing” as said P. Pasolini, who was a great Italian intellectual.